We predict several effects associated with the optical response of systems prepared in a nonequilibrium state by impulsive optical excitations. The linear response depends on the phase of the electric field even if the initial nonequilirbium state has only populations, no coherences. Initial quantum coherences induce additional phase dependence which also shows new resonances in nonlinear wave mixing. In systems strongly driven by an external optical field, the field frequency generates a phase dependent probe absorption. This gives further control to manipulate the relative contribution to the linear signal due to initial populations and coherences.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spectroscopic signals are commonly expressed in terms of the polarization induced in the molecule by external driving [1] . For n-wave mixing processes [2, 3] , the polarization is calculated perturbatively to n−1-th order in the field-matter interaction and written as a combination of n point matter correlation functions which depend on the initial state of the molecule. In the frequency domain, the polarization is expressed in terms of the n-th order optical susceptibility χ (n) . For systems initially at equilibrium, due to timetranslational invariance symmetry, χ (n) only depends on n independent frequency variables.
This is because the sum of all n + 1 field frequencies must add up to zero. This reflects the energy conservation of the field.
If the system can be prepared in an arbitrary nonequilibrium state the time-translational invariance symmetry is broken and the nonlinear optical response is governed by a more general χ (n) that depends on n+1 independent frequency variables. This one extra frequency variable yields new resonances that are not present in the n-th order equilibrium response.
To make a consistent connection with n-wave mixing results obtained with equilibrium state preparation, we introduce a generalized n-th order optical susceptibilityχ (n) , which depends on the nonequilibrium initial state. This initial state can contain populations and coherences.
Such nonequilibrium state prepared by an ultrashort actinic pulse is commonly studied in femtosecond Raman spectroscopy [4] [5] [6] [7] . In a different context, systems prepared in the nonequilibrium superposition of quantum states induced by strong monochromatic laser field have been extensively studied in quantum optics [8, 9] and quantum thermodynamics [10] [11] [12] . Monitoring field induced quantum coherence by the transmission of a weak probe shows many interesting effects including electromagnetic induced transparency [13] , lasing without population inversion [14, 15] and coherent population trapping [16, 17] . Molecules in open junctions is another example of nonequilibrium preparation, where the molecule subjected to a chemical or thermal bias, across its boundaries, can be in a stationary state [10] . For such initial conditions the standard fluctuation-dissipation relations are violated [18] [19] [20] . In all the above examples nonequilibrium preparation affects the response of the system with respect to an optical perturbation. Typically the optical response of a system is probed by nonlinear n-wave mixing. For instance Ramanχ (3) measurements [6] can detect phase and amplitude information about resonances. In this paper we show that, similar information about phase can be obtained from simpler linear measurements described bỹ χ (1) which depends on two independent frequencies. The linear signal now depends on the phase of the electric field even if the system is initially prepared in a population state.
The initial coherence further results in additional phase dependence which can be used in coherent control schemes [21, 22] . Another consequence of the nonequilibrium preparation
are the new resonances in n wave mixing. These are at the frequencies shifted from the usual n-wave mixing phase matching condition by an amount determined by the phase of the non stationary state corresponding to initial coherence [23] . We further study an example where the initial conditions are considered explicitly for a three-level model systems driven by a strong monochromatic light source. We show how the control parameters of the driving field affect the phase dependence of the linear signal by manipulating initial coherences and populations.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II, we calculate linear absorption of systems initially prepared in an arbitrary superposition state and discuss the phase dependence due to the field envelope. Compact expressions are derived by employing superoperator notation.
In section III, we extend the calculation to nonlinear wave mixing signals and examine new resonances that show up because of the initial quantum coherence. In Section IV, we repeat the calculation for linear absorption of a strongly driven three level model system. The phase dependence now appears in the signal through the field frequency for both initial population and coherences states. We further examine the role of driving field parameters to control the relative contribution to the signal coming from population and coherences . In Section V, we summarize our findings and discuss possible experimental conditions where these effects can be realized.
II. PHASE DEPENDENCE OF LINEAR OPTICAL SIGNAL
We consider a multilevel quantum system driven by a classical optical field and is described by the Hamiltonian
where H 0 is the system Hamiltonian and H int (t) is the light-matter interaction
Here V = µ + µ † is the dipole operator which is partitioned into lowering (µ) and raising (µ † ) operators and is responsible for the de-excitation and excitation between the molecular states, respectively. E(t) and E * (t) are positive and negative frequency components of the total electric fieldẼ(t) = E(t) + E * (t). We will calculate signals for an arbitrary initial molecular state. We employ superoperator notation where with each Hilbert space operator A, we associate two superoperators, denoted as A L (left) and A R (right), defined through their action on Hilbert space operator X as A L X ≡ AX, A R X ≡ XA. We further define the
space corresponds to an anticommutation (commutation) operation in Hilbert space. Using this notation the frequency-dispersed heterodyne detected signal is given by [24, 25] 
where Γ represents the set of parameters of the incoming fields. These will be specified later. The angular bracket · · · represents an average over the initial density matrix of the molecule prepared at time τ 0 . The external fields have finite envelopes centered at t 0 ≥ τ 0 .
The superoperators in Eq. (3) are in the interaction picture with respect to the free system Hamiltonian H 0 i.e., for any operator A,
We further define the retarded Liouville space evolution operator
In the frequency domain these propagators are written as
Here I is the Identity operator in Liouville space. T is the time-ordering superoperator
The linear signal is obtained by expanding the exponential in Eq. (3) to first order in the field-matter interaction H int− ,
Note that G(τ 1 −τ 0 ) = − i I if ρ(τ 0 ) is a stationary distribution (equilibrium or steady state).
Otherwise it describes the evolution of the nonstationary initial state. The presence of θ(τ 1 − τ 0 ) in G(τ 1 − τ 0 ) allows to extend the lower limit of integration for τ 1 to −∞. Making the change of time variable t − τ 1 = t 1 , we write
Performing the inverse Fourier transformation for G(t−t 1 −τ 0 ),Ẽ(t−t 1 −t 0 ) and integrating over t 1 and t, we obtain
The ω 0 integration can be carried out easily which results in
This expression holds for an arbitrary initial density matrix.
We now assume that the molecule is prepared in a superposition of eigenstates ρ(τ 0 ) = ab ρ ab |ab by a weak impulsive pulse centered at τ 0 and calculate the linear absorption of a second weak probe pulse. We neglect dephasing and assume that the probe interacts with the system while the coherence is alive. This is the case in recent experiments in photosynthetic complexes [26] and solar cells [27] . In Section IV we consider a particular example where the strong driving field induces quantum coherence and it is long-lived. For a superposition state |ab the contour integration over ω ′ 1 in Eq. (8) can be carried out which gives
where in the second line η is an infinitesimal positive number used to satisfy the causality condition for the retarded propagator. In last line we use the definition of Heaviside theta function. The signal is finally given by
In the following we discuss various limits of the signal and its dependence on the phase of the field.
A. Systems at equilibrium
The standard equilibrium result is recovered from Eq. (10) in the limit τ 0 → −∞ where the molecule initially may reside in some population state |aa (no coherence) or, in thermal equilibrium i.e., ρ eq (τ 0 ) = e −βH 0 /Z, where β is the inverse temperature and Z = Tr e −βH 0 is the partition function. The linear signal then reduces to
where
Fourier transformation of the total electric fieldẼ(t). Making the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and assuming that the molecule initially is in a ground electronic state |a , we get for the linear signal
This solely depends on the power spectrum of the field |E(ω)| 2 and is independent of its phase.
B. Nonequilibrium state and long pulses
When the pulse envelopes are long (continuous wave (CW)) i.e., the fieldẼ(t) =Ẽ e −iω 1t , and E(ω) = 2πEδ(ω − ω 1 ) the integrated signal (Eq. (10)) is given as
The signal is now independent of t 0 and τ 0 . Note that even if the system is initially prepared in a superposition state, i.e. there is nonzero initial coherence ρ ab the CW signal does not show ω ab dependent resonances.
C. Initial nonequilibrium state with populations and coherenes
Starting with a general nonequilibrium state with initial populations and coherences and following Eq. (10) with the assumption that the field envelopes are centered at t 0 = τ 0 we obtain the linear signal
whereĒ
is the one-sided Fourier transform of the electric field which makes the signal dependent on the phase of the field. We define the generalized linear susceptibilitỹ
which depends on two independent frequency variables. Expansion of matter correlation function in molecular eigenstates gives
whereμ ac = µ ac + µ * ac is the matrix element of the total dipole operator. The generalized susceptibility in Eq. (16) may also be recast in terms of forward (G) and backward (G † ) Liouville space propagators
In the t 0 = τ 0 limit we could also write the signal directly from Eq. (8) as
This equation contains an additional Green's function G(ω−ω 
Phase dependence induced by initial populations
From Eq. (14) we separate the contribution to the signal from initial populations
Despite the fact that initial state contains only diagonal elements of the density matrix (populations), the signal in Eq. (20) depends explicitly on the phase of the electric field.
This is because the initial state at τ 0 is not an equilibrium state which makes the signal depend onĒ(ω) instead of E(ω). It is only in the limit τ 0 → −∞ that the phase dependence disappears.
To demonstrate this phase dependence we consider a linearly chirped [28, 29] Gaussian pulse with spectral phase φ(ω)
The electric field is given as
where T 0 / √ 2 is the field-transform-limited temporal width, δω L = √ 2/T 0 is the spectral width,ω c is the central frequency of the field and φ ′′ is the quadratic phase inducing the linear chirp. The corresponding temporal profile is
. The temporal width of the chirped pulse is given as T p = T 0 1 + (2φ ′′ /T 2 0 ) 2 and the instantaneous frequency is ω(t) =ω c + 2αt
. Eq. (15) is then given bȳ
where Erfi[z] is imaginary error function. It is then clear that the chirp rate dependence in
Phase dependence due to initial coherence
From Eq. (14) the contribution of initial coherences to the signal is
The signal now shows a new resonance which depends on the initial coherence frequency ω ab between levels a ans b. The field envelope depends on the shifted frequencyĒ(ω −ω ab ) which also generate a phase dependent signal. For a chirped pulse, the chirp rate dependence in
3. Application to a three level model system
In the following we demonstrate the phase dependence in the linear signal for the three level model system shown in Fig. 1(a) . We assume that the two lower states |a and |b are initially in a maximally coherent state i.e., ρ aa = ρ bb = ρ ab = ρ ba = 1 2
and all other elements of the density matrix vanish. Dipole transitions are allowed between states |a → |c and |b → |c . Using Eq. (14) and making the RWA, the signal can be written as S
ij (ω) where
In Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) we display linear transmission vs the chirp rate and frequency when the system starts in population states ρ aa and ρ bb respectively. S
aa and S
bb show peaks corresponding to ω ca = 0.8 eV and ω cb = 0.7 eV transitions respectively. The population oscillations in the signal come from the error function which oscillates faster with the chirp rate φ ′′ for higher ω −ω c . We use the central frequencyω c = 0.5 eV which implies that for ω ca transition the oscillation is higher compared to ω cb transition. Also the signal is asymmetric with respect to the chirp rate φ ′′ . In fact, it is stronger for positive φ ′′ as compared to the negative one and is due to the amplitude of the field envelope which is higher for positive chirp. In Fig. 1 (d) we display the total signal due to initial populations S
bb . In Fig. 1 (e) we plot the signal S
ba due to initial coherence. This signal appears to be stronger compared to that due to populations even for negative chirp. In Fig. 1(f) we display the total signal S (1) tot due to initial population and coherence.
III. NEW RESONANCES IN NONLINEAR WAVE-MIXING
The Above results for the linear signal can be easily extended for nonlinear signals. In the following we present expressions for three wave-mixing (TWM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) signals from an initial superposition state. The electric fieldẼ is a sum of two (for TWM) or three (for FWM) monochromatic field modesẼ i , i = 1, 2, 3. Because all the frequency modes overlap in time, we must include all possible permutations of these modes to calculate the full signal. We first write the TWM signal in terms of the total fieldẼ
where the second-order generalized susceptibility is
This can be alternatively recast as
Expanding the matter correlation function in system eigenstates gives
Extending these results to FWM we can similarly write
wherẽ
Expanding in eigenstates finally gives
The equilibrium limit for TWM and FWM signals can be obtained in a similar way as was done in Eq. (11).
Below we present the FWM signal for the three-level model system, shown in Fig (1a) .
The complex field amplitude contains three monochromatic modes and a spectrally broad Gaussian probe field.
We select the following phase matching direction for the signal k = k 1 −k 2 +k 3 . The signal is calculated using Eq. (30) . As before we assume that the system is in a maximally coherent state. Various Liouville space pathways and corresponding expressions for the FWM signal are given in Appendix A. In Fig. 2(a) we display the signal starting with a population S
pop (ω) vs the detuning ∆ = ω − ω 1 + ω 2 −ω 3 . Various peaks correspond to the different quantum pathways of matter represented by frequency-domain propagators, which depend on some frequency combinations of the incoming field. The ∆ = 0 peak corresponds to a detected frequency ω = 1.35 eV and is marked by an arrow. For the system initially prepared in a coherence the original peak at ∆ = 0 splits into two peaks at ∆ = ±ω ab , as marked by two arrows in Fig. 2(b) . The spectra in (a) and (b) are not identical, as different matter pathways contribute to the signal if the system is initially prepared in a population or in coherence. In Fig. 2(c) we compare the total signal S due to the non equilibrium preparation of the initial state. The two spectra coincide in the limit τ 0 → −∞ wherebyĒ →Ẽ.
IV. LINEAR RESPONSE OF A STRONGLY DRIVEN SYSTEM
A. Dressed state description for a strongly driven three-level system So far we did not specify how the system has been prepared in the stationary superposition of quantum states. We now consider a specific type of preparation using a strong driving field. We examine the linear absorption of a three level system, shown in Fig. (3) , which is first prepared in a non-stationary state by driving the two lower levels |a and |b with The states |a and |b are driven by strong monochromatic field with frequency ω 0 . The optical transition is allowed between levels |a → |c and |b → |c .
a strong monochromatic field of frequency ω 0 . The system is further in contact with a thermal bath that causes dephasing and relaxation. We consider a linear measurement taking this non-stationary state as an initial state. The system plus bath is described by the Hamiltonian
where H 0 (t) is the Hamiltonian for the system including the interaction due to the driving field. a k (a † k ) is the Bosonic annihilation (creation) operator for the bath, represented by the Hamiltonian H B and H SB is the system-bath coupling Hamiltonian. The driving electric field E d (t) = E 0 cos(ω 0 t) and ω 0 is near resonant with the low energy states |a and |b . The Schrödinger picture evolution of the reduced density matrix in the lab frame is given by the Bloch equationsρ(t) = L(t)ρ(t) (see Appendix B). The driving field couples the population of the two low energy states i.e., ρ aa and ρ bb with its coherence ρ ab and maintains a finite long-time coherence.
We shall probe this system prepared in a nonstationary state at time τ 0 with a weak optical field E(t) which allows transitions between the states |a → |c and |b → |c . We write the light-matter interaction Hamiltonian in the RWA as
where V = i=a,b µ ic |i c| is now the de-excitation operator .
The contribution to the signal comes from various Liouville space pathways starting with populations and coherences. Corresponding expressions can be obtained from the diagrams shown in the Fig. (4) following standard diagrammatic rules [30] . The total signal is S
tot (ω; ω 0 , Ω) = S
pop (ω; ω 0 , Ω) + S
coh (ω; ω 0 , Ω). It depends parametrically on the optical frequency ω 0 and the Rabi frequency Ω = µE 0 /2 of the driving field. For a system initially prepared in a population state (diagrams (a1)-(a8) in Fig. 4) ) we obtain (see Appendix B)
and for initial coherences (diagrams (a9)-(a12) in Fig. 4 ) we get
where the propagatorG kl;mn (ω) = kl|(ωI − iL) −1 |mn and I is the identity matrix in Liouville space.L is defined in Appendix B. In the expression for the signal the ω 0 dependence enters through the field as well as the retarded propagator. The presence of ω 0 makes the signal phase dependent. When ω 0 = Ω = 0 we recover the equilibrium result (diagrams (a1),(a3), (a5) and (a7)) and the signal reduces to
which solely depends on the power spectrum of the field and is independent of its phase.
B. Simulations of the linear response of a strongly driven three-level system
In the following numerical calculations we first solve for the steady stateρ ss using the master equation given in Appendix B (see Eq. (41)) and then calculate the linear signal using Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) . We use the linearly chirped Gaussian electric field E(ω) given in Eq. (21) . Fig 5(a) shows the equilibrium case when there is no driving i.e., ω 0 = Ω = 0.
The signal then shows two peaks for the dipole transitions between the states |a → |c and |b → |c . The peak at ω = ω ac is much stronger compared to the one at ω bc since ρ aa − ρ cc ≫ ρ bb − ρ cc at equilibrium. Ref. [9] (see Fig. 6 at ω 0 = 0). Here ω ba = ω b − ω a . The signal shows two peaks at ω = ω c − ω
We next turn to the case of periodic driving with finite ω 0 . Fig. 7(a) depicts the signal
pop (ω) generated by the system prepared initially in the population state given by a field with moderate strength Ω < ω 0 . In the presence of a monochromatic field the atomic wavefunction oscillates with four different frequencies [9] (see Fig. 6 ): ω a − (∆ ab ± Ω ′ ) where ∆ ab = ω 0 − ω ba and ∆ ac = ω 0 − ω ca are the detuning frequencies
and
To that end we observe four peaks in the signal which corresponds to following resonance frequencies ω ca − (∆ ab ± Ω ′ ). Similarly we obtain the signal S
coh (ω) for the system initially prepared in coherence. Fig. 7(b) contains the same four peaks as in Fig. 7(a) but with the different intensity profile compared to the population contribution, due to different quantum pathways contributing to the signal.
The overall intensity is suppressed, as coherence contribution is always weaker than the population. The total signal S (1) tot (ω) is depicted in Fig. 7(c) and is dominated by the population contribution.
So far we discussed moderate driving Ω ′ < ω 0 . In this case the gap between peaks 1 and 2 and between peaks 3 and 4 is Ω ′ whereas the gap between peak 1 and 3 and between 2 and 4 is ω 0 (see Fig. 6 ). For strong driving Ω ′ > ω 0 due to the level crossing of the energy spectrum the gap between peak 1 and 2 and between 3 and 4 becomes ω 0 whereas the gap between 1 and 3 and between 2 and 4 is Ω ′ . The corresponding signals generated from the system initially prepared in the population state is shown in Fig. 7(d) . The coherence contribution is shown in Fig. 7 (e) and the total signal is plotted in Fig. 7(f) .
Strong driving results in a higher frequency resolution in the spectra where all four peaks are well separated in frequency. Furthermore, the strong driving enhances the population contribution and suppresses the coherence contribution in the signal.
The effect of level crossing and dependence of the signal with respect to ω 0 and Ω for a broad range of parameters is shown in Fig. (8) . Fig. 8(a) and between 2 and 4 is Ω ′ which increases linearly with Ω. Fig 8 (b) represents the signal vs ω and field frequency ω 0 for fixed value of Ω = 0.1 eV. For small ω 0 the separation between the the peaks are not well resolved. However for higher ω 0 the separation between the nearest peaks increases linearly with ω 0 .
In Fig. (9) we display the chirp rate dependence of the linear signal. If the system initially prepared in the population, the signal S
pop shows oscillatory behavior for all four peaks with respect to the chirp rate due to the error function in the fieldĒ. The period of oscillations for the (1 and 2) pair of states with high energy is slightly shorter than for the (3 and 4) pair of states with low energy. This is due to the since central frequency of the pulse (ω c = 0.3 eV) which results in the faster oscillation of ω ca compared to ω cb . This asymmetry is enhanced for the case when the system is prepared initially in coherence. Fig.   9 (b) depicts the S (1) coh , where in addition to error function, the nonlinear phase dependence comes from the oscillating exponent. However since, the total signal S (1) tot is dominated by the population contribution, the spectra in Fig. 9(c) is nearly indistinguishable from the population contribution alone. Similar population dominating behavior of the total signal was observed in Fig. 1 . However unlike Fig.1 where we did not address the details of the preparation in a driven system the initial conditions can be controlled by the driving field. In fact the steady state populations and coherences depend differently on the parameters of the driving field [8] such as Ω and ω 0 which makes it possible, in principle, to control relative contributions of populations and coherence and extract a pure coherence contribution.
To demonstrate the effect of the control of the population/coherence contributions to the signal we examine first the steady state density matrix elements as a function of Ω and ω 0 . Fig. 10 shows the oscillations of the population contribution with respect to nonlinear phase φ ′′ using for parameter regime I. Due to weak driving Ω = 0.01 not all four peaks depicted previously in Fig. 9 are well resolved. In fact there is one strong peak at ω = 0.98 eV and two weak peaks at ω = 0.94 eV and ω = 1.0 eV. Coherence contribution to the signal is shown in Fig.   10 (f). In this case all three peaks are manifested much stronger. Finally for the total signal shown in Fig. 10 (g) we see that out of three peaks the strong peak at ω = 0.98 eV and weak peak at ω = 0.96 are suppressed whereas the weak peak at ω = 1.0 eV is enhanced compared to the pure population contribution shown in Fig. 10(e) . This is a manifestation of the strong coherence. In the parameter regime II the field frequency is ω = 0.05 eV and the corresponding value of the steady state coherence drops by roughly a factor of 3. In this case the population contribution shown in Fig. 10(h) dominates over the coherence contribution shown Fig. 10 (i) and the total signal in Fig. 10(j) is completely dominated by the population contribution. Therefore, a driven preparation allows to selectively manipulate the initial conditions of the system and separate the quantum pathways contributions from initial populations and coherences to the linear absorption signal. Note that similar analysis can be performed if we instead fix the value of ω 0 and change the intensity of the driving field via Ω.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the linear and non-linear frequency domain optical signals for systems prepared in a nonequilibrium state. The generalized n-th order susceptibilityχ (n) then depends on n+1 independent frequency variables rather than n, which is the case for systems initially in equilibrium. This nonequilibrium state results in a nontrivial phase dependence of the electric field, already in the linear signal, even if the system is initially in a population state. This phase dependence is strongly enhanced by initial coherences. Furthermore we predict the new resonances in nonlinear signals that depend on the frequency difference between the initially prepared coherent superposition of molecular states. We then addressed a particular case of the initial preparation of the system. We investigated a three level system with two lower energy states strongly driven by a monochromatic field. In this case the driving field frequency ω 0 generates a phase dependent linear signal. Performing numerical simulations we show that depending on the strength of the driving field via its Rabi frequency, the relative contributions to the signals due to initial populations and coherences can be controlled and even a pure coherence contribution can be extracted.
The new resonances and phase dependence demonstrated in the present work are closely related to quantum coherences. For instance, the atomic gas strongly driven with microwave radiation allows to alter detailed balance conditions and change the transmission properties of the optical pulses under certain conditions for electronic transitions and parameters of the driving and probe fields. These effects have been studied in cold alkali gases where effects such as lasing without population inversion [13] [14] [15] , electromagnetically induced transparency [31] , and slow light [32, 33] were observed. These effects have also been observed in semiconductor quantum dots [34, 35] , and heterostructures [36, 37] . These fundamental effects are typically examined through simple linear transmission/absorption experiments well described by our formalism. Furthermore, the parameter regime for observation of co- show great promise for quantum information processing [38] , magnetometry [39] [40] [41] and electrometry [42] . The recently measured temperature dependence of the zero-field splitting constant [43, 44] indicates that it may also be used as an atomic temperature sensors.
The broadband excitation of the NV centers in diamond with chirped pulses [45] In Fig. (11) we draw all possible Liouville space pathways (for both initial populations and initial coherences) that contribute to FWM signal for the three level model system in Fig. (1) a. For diagrammatic rules we refer to Ref. [30] . The signal is calculated using Eq. (30) considering three incoming fields E i , i = 1, 2, 3 as monochromatic continuous waves and the probe field E 4 as a spectrally broad pulses. The expression for the signal for these FIG. 11. Ladder diagrams for three level system shown in Fig. (1a) . Here the states |i , |j , |k representes two lower energy states |a and |b of three level system.
pathways is given as
(ω−ω ck +iη)(ω−ω 3 +iη)
a3 (ω; ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ) = 2 Re i,j,k∈a,b
ρ ij E * 4 (ω)E 3 E * 2 E 1 (ω−ω 1 +ω 2 −ω 3 −ω ij + iη) × µ kc µ cj µ * kc µ * ic (ω−ω ck +iη)(ω−ω 1 −ω ik +iη)
a4 (ω; ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 ) = 2 Re i,j,k∈a,b
ρ ij E * 4 (ω)E 3 E * 2 E 1 (ω−ω 1 +ω 2 −ω 3 −ω ij + iη) × µ kc µ cj µ * kc µ * ic (ω−ω cj +iη)(ω−ω 3 +iη)
The total signal is S
total = S
a1 + S
a2 + S
a3 + S
a4 .
APPENDIX B : MASTER EQUATION FOR A DRIVEN THREE LEVEL SYS-TEM AND THE LINEAR RESPONSE SIGNAL
In this section we give the details about the master equation for the driven three level system described by the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (32) . We follow the standard set of approximations such as weak system-bath coupling (second order), large reservoirs, wideband of the leads [8, 9, 30, 46] to derive the equations of motions for populations and coherences.
We Define new set of variables (denoted by the symbol tilde) in the rotating framẽ ρ ab (t) = e −iω 0 t ρ ab (t),ρ ac (t) = e −iω 0 t ρ ac (t),ρ bc = ρ bc andρ ii = ρ ii , i = a, b, c, to obtain the Bloch equationρ aa = iΩ(ρ ba −ρ ab ) − (γ ab + γ ac )ρ aa + γ baρbb + γ caρcċ ρ bb = −iΩ(ρ ba −ρ ab ) − (γ ba + γ bc )ρ bb + γ abρaa + γ cbρcċ ρ ab = −i∆ abρab + iΩ(ρ bb −ρ aa ) − 1 2 (γ ab + γ ba + γ ac + γ bc )ρ aḃ ρ ac = −i∆ acρac + iΩρ bc − 1 2 (γ ac + γ ca + γ ab + γ cb )ρ aċ ρ bc = −i(ω b − ω c )ρ bc + iΩρ ac − 1 2 (γ bc + γ cb + γ ba + γ ca )ρ bc (41) where γ ij , i, j = a, b, c are the decay rates from the state i to state j. Note that, the driving field couples the population of the lower two states with its coherence. The crucial advantage of working with the rotating frame is that the Liouville operator in this frameL becomes time-independent and the steady-state solution can be obtained. We write the above equation in matrix form asρ(t) =Lρ(t) whereρ T = (ρ aa ,ρ bb ,ρ cc ,ρ ab ,ρ ba ,ρ ac ,ρ ca ,ρ bc ,ρ cb ). The transformation matrix between lab and rotating frame is diagonal U(t) = diag(1, 1, 1, e iω 0 t , e −iω 0 t , e iω 0 t , e −iω 0 t , 1, 1)
where diag represents the diagonal elements of the matrix. Since ρ(t) = U(t)ρ(t) it implies that the propagators in the two frames are related via
whereG(t, t ′ ) = − i θ(t − t ′ )eL (t−t ′ ) and G(t, t ′ ) = − i θ(t − t ′ ) T e the solution for non-stationary state ρ nss at a particular time τ 0 (taken as the preparation time) is given as ρ nss (τ 0 ) = U(τ 0 )ρ ss which also mean that the coherence elements oscillate with the driving field frequency ω 0 even in the long-time limit.
We probe the system, prepared in the state ρ nss (τ 0 ), with a weak probe field E(t) which allows transitions between the states |a → |c and |b → |c . We impose the RWA and write the light-matter interaction Hamiltonian as
where V = i=a,b µ ic |i c|. Given the initial state ρ nss (τ 0 ) we write the expression for the linear signal following Eq. (5) as
Using the relation between the propagators G(t, t ′ ) andG(t − t ′ ) given in Eq. (43) we obtain
Note that in the last line the average is expressed with respect toρ ss which is obtained by using the relationG(τ 1 − τ 0 )ρ ss = − i ρ ss . Performing Fourier transformation for the field and the propagator and writing down the matter correlation function explicitly by reading the diagrams for population and coherence in Fig. 4 we obtain Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) .
